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PEAR-SHAPED NUCLEI IN THE RADIUMPLAYGROUND�P.A. ButlerOliver Lodge Laboratory, University of LiverpoolLiverpool L69 7ZE, U.K.(Reeived August 4, 1998)The urrent knowledge of otupole phenomena in radium isotopes is re-viewed. The systemati behaviour of the low-lying struture of these heavynulei will be disussed, with emphasis on their energy levels and eletro-magneti moments. Prospets for developing new probes of asymmetriharge and mass distributions will also be disussed.PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv, 25.70.Gh, 27.90.+b1. IntrodutionThe large volume of evidene for the existene of rotating re�etion-asymmetri, or pear-shaped, nulei is well illustrated by the behaviour ofthe radium isotopes. I will disuss experimental data on Ra isotopes withmass numbers ranging from 218 to 230 whih demonstrate not only thisphenomenon but also how di�erently the nulear system responds as a fun-tion of neutron number or angular momentum. This is largely a historialreview whih tries to illustrate the di�ering experimental tehniques whihhave been employed in the last �fteen years or so to measure the propertiesof these rather inaessible nulei. It is appropriate in this onferene ele-brating the disovery of polonium and radium that the naturally ouringisotopes of radium, 223Ra (Atinium X), 224Ra (Thorium X), 226Ra (Ra-dium) and 228Ra (Mesothorium 1) whih were isolated in the early years ofthis entury have onealed gold nuggets of spetrosopi information whihhave, in the most part, only reently been extrated. One exeption is ofourse the observation [1℄, nearly 50 years ago, of a low-lying 1� state in224Ra populated by �-deay. This led almost immediately to the suggestion(see [2℄ for referene) that �this state may have the same intrinsi struture� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1281)



1282 P.A. Butleras the ground state and represents a olletive distortion in whih the nu-leus is pear-shaped.� The energy of this 1� state, while being the lowestobserved of all nulei, lies higher than that of the 2+ member of the groundstate rotational band. Experiments to extend both positive and negativeparity bands to higher spins using nulear reations were arried out muhlater (see Setion 4). 2. 218Ra and 220RaThe harateristi �ngerprint of a rotating pear-shaped nuleus is a se-quene of states having alternating positive and negative parity. The �rstobservation in heavy nulei of suh a sequene was made by Fernández-Nielloet al. [3℄ who employed the reation 208Pb(13C,3n) to populate states upto 17� in 218Ra. To populate higher spin states, Shulz et al. [4℄ made useof a radioative 14C beam whih had beome available at a few seletiveaelerator failities. These new studies revealed, in addition to sidebandshaving unnatural parity, an irregular sequene of states at higher spins upto 31�, expeted for suh a nuleus where the quadrupole deformation issmaller than the expeted otupole deformation.To obtain information on high spin states in 220Ra, the lak of suitabletargets fores more exoti methods to be used. Barrier threshold reationssuh as (14C, 2n) are limited in angular momentum input. The reation208Pb(18O,� 2n) brings in more angular momentum, and initially this wasused [5℄ with a modest array of Ge detetors in whih the small evaporationhannel (� 100�barn) was isolated using a parallel plate avalanhe reoildetetor - an early example of �exoti� nulei studies. Ten years later thepower of the large esape suppressed Ge array EUROGAM I allowed thisweak hannel be seleted by gating on -ray transitions alone. In this exper-iment, high spin sequenes, up to 29�, of alternating positive and negativeparity were observed in 220Ra, while its isotone 222Th exhibits a suddendrop in population intensity at spin 24+ [6℄. This behaviour has been inter-preted [7℄ as a reversion to re�etion symmetry aused by the alignment ofboth i13=2 protons and j15=2 neutrons to the rotation axis.3. 226RaThe fabriation of 226Ra targets (T1=2 = 1600 a) by the Munih hot-labopened up the possibility of studies of this nuleus by Coulomb exitation,whih were performed at Munih and GSI using a variety of projetiles [8℄.A striking feature of the spetrum of -ray emission following Coulex is therelatively strong deays from members of the otupole band, whih an onlyarise from E3 exitation of the negative parity states. This implies thatareful analysis of the measured yields following the pure eletromagneti



Pear-Shaped Nulei in the Radium Playground 1283proess will yield information on the E3 matrix elements, and suh anal-ysis was indeed arried out using the GOSIA ode developed by TomaszCzosnyka, Douglas Cline and C.Y. Wu. This development was ruially im-portant in the understanding of pear-shaped nulei, as the E3 moment anbe regarded as a straightforward measure of odd order mass deformations asit is predominantly isosalar, very olletive and in �rst order independentof quadrupole deformation. Although dynami harge distortions stritlyannot be distinguished from stati deformation, the desription of the E3moments onneting the ground state positive parity and lowest negativeparity band in 226Ra (see �gure 1) in terms of a rotating stati otupolemoment is a very attrative one.

Fig. 1. Plot of E2 (upper �gure) and E3 (lower �gure) matrix elements (in units ofe fm�) versus spin I dedued from Coulomb-exitation measurements [8℄ for 226Ra.The left hand �gures give values of hI jjE�jjI � �i, the right hand �gures values ofhI jjE�jjI + 2 � �i. Solid lines join points alulated assuming a onstant eletriquadrupole or otupole moment.



1284 P.A. Butler4. 224RaImportant information on E1 modes in Ra isotopes was obtained alsowith the help of 226Ra targets. Poynter et al. [9℄ employed the rather exotitransfer reation 226Ra(58Ni, 60Ni)224Ra to show that the E1 strength in224Ra is muh weaker than in its even�even neighbouring isotopes. This re-sult was soon on�rmed by Marten-Tölle et al. [10℄ who used the 226Ra(�,�'2n) reation. It is a graphi illustration of anellation e�ets to whih theeletri dipole is suseptible to, and rather onviningly endorsed the theo-retial models whih were able to predit this behaviour (see Setion 7).5. 222Ra,228Ra,230RaNew developments in spetrosopi tehniques were neessary in orderto obtain high spin information on other Ra isotopes. The arrival of thethird generation Ge arrays suh as EUROGAM, GAMMASPHERE, andEUROBALL allows n seletion of weak hannels and was used e�etivelyin the studies of 220Ra (see Setion 2). Another major development wasthe realisation by Rafal Broda and his ollaborators that the new arrays areapable of identifying the weak hannels populated by multi-nuleon transferreations. In the ase of mass region near Z = 88, experiments arried atJyväskylä and at Argonne showed that heavy ion transfer reations usinga 232Th target are e�etive in populating a wide range of Rn, Ra and Thisotopes. In the ase of 222;224;226;228;230Ra existing information was greatlyexpanded following measurements made using GAMMASPHERE followingthe reation 136Xe + 232Th at 833 MeV [11,12℄.6. Systematis of energy levelsPerhaps the most important indiator of whether a nuleus is pear-shaped or not is the behaviour of the energy levels themselves. Alternatingnegative and positive parity states an arise in two ways from instability inthe otupole degree of freedom. One limit is that the nuleus has permanentotupole deformation, in whih ase the omponent of angular momentumaligned to the rotation axis of a state having positive parity, i+x , or negativeparity, i�x , is equal to the rotational angular momentum, R. In this asethe di�erene in aligned angular momentum, �ix = i�x � i+x , at the samerotational frequeny !, is equal to zero. The other limit is that the negativeparity band arises from otupole vibrations of the rotating (quadrupole) de-formed system. Here the negative parity states are formed by oupling R tothe angular momentum of the otupole phonon (3~). If the phonon angu-lar momentum is aligned with respet to the rotational angular momentumthen �ix = 3~ for a given value of !. If the lowest negative parity band



Pear-Shaped Nulei in the Radium Playground 1285has K = 0 (and this seems to provide the most favourable situation foralignment of the phonon) then the resulting spetrum an give rise to analternating sequene of negative and positive parity states. Values of �ixare plotted against ~! in �gure 2 for nulei in the radium isotopes. It anbe seen that there are several Ra isotopes, 222;224;226Ra, where the value of�ix tends to zero at high rotational frequenies, whereas the behaviour of228Ra is typial of that of an otupole vibrator.

Fig. 2. Plot of the di�erene in angular momentum, �ix = i�x � i+x (in units of ~),at a given rotational frequeny !, for Ra isotopes. The value of �ix was alulatedby subtrating from the value of i�x an interpolated value of i+x at the same valueof ~!. The solid and dashed lines are respetively the otupole deformed andvibrational limits as desribed in the text.7. Eletri dipole momentsAn important experimental observable of pear-shaped nulei is the in-trinsi E1 moment whih is indued by the separation of entre-of-mass andentre-of-harge. Calulations of this quantity have been made using bothmirosopi-marosopi (liquid-drop with shell orretion) and mirosopi(Hartree�Fok) approahes (see [13℄ for referenes). An early suess of theformer method was the predition [14℄ of a near-zero value of the E1 moment



1286 P.A. Butlerfor Ra isotopes with N � 136, whih was veri�ed experimentally shortly af-terwards (see Setion 4). The alulations show that there is a anellationof the liquid droplet ontribution and the shell orretion term whih oursfor 224Ra, while the sign of the E1 moment in 226Ra is opposite to thatfor 222Ra. The measured [11,12℄ variation of the ratio of the eletri dipolemoment (D0) to eletri quadrupole moment (Q0) as a funtion of angularmomentum is shown in �gure 3 for a series of radium isotopes. The D0=Q0values measured for the exited states in 224Ra are muh lower than those in222Ra and 226Ra, and the �gure shows that the anellation e�et desribedabove persists to high angular momenta in 224Ra. For all Ra isotopes theD0=Q0 values are onstant over the full range of spin measured, whih sug-gests that the asymmetri harge and mass distribution in these nulei doesnot hange with inreasing spin.

Fig. 3. (Upper �gure) Plot of the experimental ratio of the absolute magnitude ofthe intrinsi eletri dipole and quadrupole moments (jD0=Q0j) as a funtion ofspin for transitions de-exiting states of spin I in even-even Ra isotopes [11,12℄.(Lower �gure) Plot of jD0j averaged over all values at di�erent angular momentafor the Ra isotopes.



Pear-Shaped Nulei in the Radium Playground 12878. Magneti dipole moments: 223RaThe energy spetra of odd mass pear-shaped nulei will onsist of paritydoubled rotational bands. TheM1 transitions within the positive parity andnegative parity bands will have a transition probability whih is proportionalto the square of the di�erene of the odd partile g-fator, gK , and the oreg-fator, gR. The value of gK should be the same for the positive and thenegative parity bands if both arise from the laboratory projetion of thesame intrinsi struture. In the mass region around Z = 88, N = 134, thereare very few systemati data on the the behaviour of this quantity. Reently,� �  and � � eK;L;M measurements for 223Ra, populated by the �-deayof 227Th, have revealed [15℄ that the values of (gK � gR)=Q0 for severaltransitions in the K� = 5=2+ band are similar to those in the neighbouringK� = 5=2� band in this nuleus (see �gure 4). This is onsistent withthe interpretation (Setion 6) that the radium isotopes with A � 224 arere�etion asymmetri.

Fig. 4. Measured values of (gK�gR)=Q0) for the positive parity (losed irles) andnegative parity (open irles) K = 3=2 bands in 223Ra, taken from Ref. [15℄. Thedashed line and dotted lines represent the alulated value [15℄ assuming that theodd neutron oupies pure intrinsi parity (�3 = 0) positive and negative parityorbitals respetively. The solid line assumes that the parity is mixed with �3 = 0:05.



1288 P.A. Butler9. OutlookThe study of pear-shaped nulei has been a hallenge both theoretiallyand experimentally but slowly our knowledge of these re�etion-asymmetrisystems is beoming more omprehensive. For the future it is worth om-menting that several interesting phenomena have been predited but as yetnot yet experimentally on�rmed, and these remain hallenges for the en-terprising experimentalist. Two examples are given here. The �rst onernsthe predited hange of sign of the intrinsi eletri dipole moment betweenthat of 222Ra and 226Ra. While a measurement of this quantity is impossi-ble, it is in priniple possible to measure the sign of the E1 moment relativeto the E3 moment for a mixed nulear transition. This an be ahieved byexploiting Coulomb exitation in whih the relative amounts of E1 and E3exitation beome omparable at optimal values of the distane of losestapproah of the projetile and target (see �gure 5).

Fig. 5. Exitation probability of the lowest 1� state in 226Ra alulated using theCoulomb exitation ode GOSIA for 40Ar ions sattered at �lab = 142Æ. The twourves are alulated with di�erent phases for the E1 and E3 matrix elements.The seond example onerns exoti nulear shapes predited to existfor heavy nulei, the hyper-quadrupole, super-otupole on�gurations whoseexitation energy is predited [16℄ to lie quite low, � 5 MeV, in heavy Ranulei suh as 230Ra. Provided that they remain stable against �ssion, thesuper-otupole bands should de-exite predominantly by E1 transitions [17℄,giving rise to a high multipliity asade of low-energy photons.Some of the work desribed here was supported by grants from the U.K.Engineering and Physial Sienes Researh Counil and its predeessors.
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